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John Simkin Medal — call for nominations

Australian and New Zealand Society of Indexers Inc.
PO Box 2069
Canberra ACT 2601 Australia
https://www.anzsi.org/

John Simkin Medal 2016 — Call for Nominations
The Australian and New Zealand Society of Indexers (ANZSI) invites nominations for the John
Simkin Medal — an award recognising an outstanding index to a book or periodical compiled in
Australia or New Zealand.
The John Simkin Medal, previously known as the ANZSI Medal, has been renamed in honour of John
Simkin, one of the founding members of the Society. John promoted the ideals of indexes and
indexing throughout his 40-year association with the Society, so it is with pleasure we
acknowledge his enormous contribution to indexing in this way.
The ANZSI Medal was first awarded in 1985. Due to the prestigious nature of the Medal, it is
awarded only when merited. Details of previous ANZSI Medal winners are available at:
http://www.anzsi.org/about-us/awards/the-john-simkin-medal/medal-winners/.
and Highly Commended indexes at: http://www.anzsi.org/about-us/awards/the-john-simkinmedal/highly-commended-indexes/.
To attain the award, indexes must be of the highest calibre. The index should be substantial in
size, the subject matter complex, and the language, form and structure should demonstrate the
indexer’s expertise in serving the primary needs of the text and the reader. There are no
restrictions on the subject matter of the book. The book may be in either paper or electronic
format.
To be eligible for the award, the book must be commercially available and have an imprint date of
2013 or later. The index must have been compiled in Australia or New Zealand, although the text
to which it refers may have been published elsewhere.
Publishers, booksellers, editors, librarians, indexers and interested persons are all invited to
provide nominations. Indexers are encouraged to submit their own work.
The winning indexer will receive the John Simkin Medal and a framed certificate. The publisher
will receive a framed certificate.

Applications
A completed nomination form together with a hard copy of the book or a link to the electronic file
of both book and index is required. Hard copy books will be returned after judging. Nomination
forms are available at https://www.anzsi.org/about-us/awards/the-john-simkin-medal/.
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Applications must be received no later than 5:00 pm AEST Friday 29 July 2016 at the postal
address below or (in the case of digital books) by email to the Receiving Officer at
councilmember1@anzsi.org.
Applicants who have posted books should advise the Receiving Officer that they have done so.
All nominations will be acknowledged.
Presentation of the John Simkin Medal will be made to the winner at the ANZSI Annual General
Meeting 25 October 2016.
Receiving Officer, John Simkin Medal on behalf of the Judging Panel

Tech tips
Adobe Acrobat Pro — pages (size, order and numbering), text recognition and file
compression
Next to indexing software itself, the professional version of Adobe Acrobat is the most useful
software tool that an indexer can have. Since the transition to the delivery of manuscripts in PDF
format, it’s become indispensable to my indexing work. Here are some of the ways that Acrobat Pro
can make an indexer’s life easier. I use version 11, but the following should apply to all versions
from version 8 onwards, though the names for menu items and settings buttons may differ.
Conversion from A3 to A4
Many publishers still send some or all of their manuscripts for indexing in A3 format. I find this too
big to work on comfortably — especially since my second monitor, on which I display the pages, is
aligned vertically rather than horizontally. So the first job for Acrobat is to convert the A3, or other
non-standard sized, pages to A4. This is done by ‘printing’ them to a PDF file, as follows:
Open the Print dialog box in Acrobat and set the Printer to ‘Adobe PDF’
Make sure the ‘Poster’ option is selected under ‘Page Sizing & Handling’. Choose the ‘Tile Scale’
option underneath, and set this to the highest figure that will ‘print’ just two new pages for each
original page. You can scroll through the pages in the preview box at the right. Select ‘Tile only large
pages’ to prevent normal-sized pages from being split.
Click ‘Print’ and watch for a new dialog box which will prompt you for a name and location for the
new file. Sometimes this hides behind the Acrobat window, but it should appear in the taskbar at
the bottom of the screen.
Once the printing is complete, the new A4 version of the file should open in Acrobat ready for
further editing. Don’t forget to save the file.
Shuffling pages around
I find it a lot easier to work on a file when the page number shown in the Acrobat display
corresponds with the actual number that is (or should be) on the manuscript page. This normally
doesn’t happen by default, since the manuscript is supplied with front matter (title page, contents,
introduction etc) which is usually not included in the normal page numbering sequence. So I use
Acrobat to move the front matter to the end of the document.
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This can be done in the Page Thumbnail view available in the left sidebar of the Acrobat screen. Just
click on the first page of the front matter, then shift-click on the last page, and drag any one of the
selected pages to the end of the document. The rest should go with it. Or if you prefer to do it the
other way — select the numbered pages and drag them to the beginning. You can also rearrange
pages, including front matter, by renumber pages using Page labels under the Options menu at the
top of Page Thumbnail panel.
Adding BIG page numbers
Once the pages have been reshuffled, you can use the ‘Header & Footer’ settings under the Pages
menu to add extra large page numbers. Select ‘Add Header and Footer’ and select each of the six
blank text areas in turn. In each one click the ‘Insert Page Number’ button, and you will get a code
indicating the current page number. Use the text formatting options at the top of the dialog box to
make them all large and bold. Then save the file.
It’s a lot harder to miss the page number when you have six big ones on each page. And this is
particularly useful in books where the designer has decided to leave out page numbers for graphics
or chapter title pages.
Text recognition
The other main use for Adobe Acrobat Pro is in text recognition. It has an excellent built-in OCR
system which will not only recognise text but also straighten crooked pages to make the text appear
horizontal. This is handy for scanning old indexes and other material to be converted to a digital
format. Just load the scanned file, choose ‘Tools/Text Recognition’ and select ‘In This File’. You can
OCR an entire document or individual pages. (The settings can be tweaked but I’ve never found this
necessary.) Once scanned, the text can be selected with ‘Edit/Select All’ and copy-pasted into a
word processing document or text file.
In the rare event that the text has already been through a text recognition process in another
program, Acrobat may refuse to scan it again. If this happens, just ‘print’ the file to another PDF
document and OCR that document instead.
Reducing file size
Large and complex PDF files can take a long time to display and move from page to page. You can
usually speed this up by reducing the file size, which involves – yet again — reprinting to another
PDF file. This time go to ‘File/Print’ and select ‘Adobe PDF’ and ‘Properties’. Under ‘Properties’ go to
the ‘Adobe PDF Settings’ tab and change the Default Settings to ‘Smallest File Size’, then print. This
can reduce your file size by 80% or more. You may be able to squeeze it down a little further by
selecting ‘Print in grayscale’ in the Print dialog box.
Jon Jermey

Adobe Acrobat Actions — create an index from highlighted text
Acrobat ‘Actions’ allow you to apply one or more routine sets of commands to PDF files. They work
in Acrobat a little like macros in Word (though not all Actions work in both Pro and Standard).
Adobe has set up an Acrobat Actions Exchange where you can download Actions that other Acrobat
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users have written, most of them apparently free.
You can easily set up Acrobat so that each item of highlighted text is treated as a comment. One
Action, called ‘Create Comment Summary’, creates an Excel file of comments. I find it extremely
useful for simple indexes such as directories, where the text of the index entry is generally exactly
as it appears in the text. Simply go through the text highlighting words and phrases you want to
appear in the index, and then invoke the Action. The list of terms opens in Excel, each with the page
number on which it appears, together with other information; delete the unwanted columns, export
the file as text, and import it into your indexing program. The Action does not carry across italics or
bold, or page ranges, and as always you have to be on the lookout for ligatures. You can readily
amend comments in Acrobat, but it is not worth it if more than a small minority of entries require
amendment. You can use the Action equally for name indexes; name inversion can be carried out as
a global operation in SKY Index using a third party add-in.
If it is your practice to proofread your index in entry order, then you can add page ranges at the
proofreading stage. Indexing conventionally, my most common error is transcribing page numbers
incorrectly — the occasional missed page range is not as grievous an error as numerous incorrect
page numbers!
You can download the Action and its documentation at
https://acrobatusers.com/assets/uploads/actions/Create_Comment_Summary.pdf.
Confusingly, the documentation is the Action; save the PDF file and follow the instructions. (This
Action only works with Acrobat Pro, not Standard.)
Michael Wyatt

Megabit Macros — index terms — text copying and formatting
Margaret Berson’s Megabit Macros are very widely used, but many new(er) to indexing may not be
aware of these amazing tools. They are third-party macros, for indexers who work in Windows, to
speed up copying text from Adobe PDF files into an indexing program. They work in tandem with
another (inexpensive) program called Macro Express. You highlight a term in a PDF file, press a
single key combination, and the entry appears in your indexing program, cleaned up and formatted
as you require it. The sorts of processes it carries out are:











deleting paragraph returns and superfluous spaces
deleting surrounding punctuation
removing unwanted fonts
inverting names, both simple and compound
formatting titles
waiting for subheadings
pluralising words
copying page numbers
changing page numbers
splitting strings of names from bibliographies.

You can create your own macros, building on the originals, or amend the existing macros, though
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this is rather challenging.
Find out more about Megabit Macros and what they can do at http://www.editmb.com/megabit/.
Michael Wyatt

Sky Index — version 8 news
I am a tester for version 8 of SKY Index. Some of the features of the new version are:









Index Pane: the Edit View has been dropped, and the Preview Pane, renamed the Index Pane, has
taken over the functionality of what was the Edit View. It is thus now possible to edit directly in both
the Index Pane and the Browse Pane, which both display the index as it will be printed, in a manner
similar to editing in a word processor. Moving between the Data Entry Grid and the Index Pane
requires a single keystroke or mouse click.
Bookmarks: there is a comprehensive bookmarking system for individual records and groups of
records, in addition to the existing labels.
Preferences: the Configuration panes have been completely rewritten, making them a lot easier and
more intuitive to use.
Backup: you can set your indexes to back up automatically at an interval of your choice, and have
earlier backups deleted automatically if you wish to avoid clutter.
Output: output formats and markup tags have been improved and XML output added.
Redraw speed: the software to synchronise the Index Pane and Data Entry Grid has been rewritten,
so that changes in one are instantaneously reflected in the other.
Editing: there are many new editing features too numerous to list here.

So far no release date or pricing for version 8 has been announced.
Michael Wyatt

Look us up! Indexers Available
Editors, authors, publishers: save time and money - find someone to make the most of your
publication by creating the index!
Indexers Available is a directory compiled by the Society to help editors, publishers and authors
find an indexer. The indexers listed are all members of ANZSI and all expect to be available to take
commissions. It includes Accredited Indexers, whose competence has been assessed by a
committee of the Society, as well as other indexers. Find out more about hiring indexers, as well as
the recommended rate for indexing and how indexers quote on indexing jobs.

http://www.anzsi.org/indexers-available/
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Accreditation advice
ANZSI Accreditation is a credentialing system for indexers who have gained some experience in
indexing and can demonstrate that a sample of their work satisfies criteria based on standard
indexing principles and practice (http://www.anzsi.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/04/Accreditation-Policy-2015.pdf).
Applying for Accreditation is not usually for the new indexer without much experience. While
works are not assessed to award-winning standards, they are evaluated at a level where the
demonstration of reasonable indexing skills is expected.
This column draws on Accreditation Committee experience. No index is absolutely perfect and the
Committee does not expect submissions to be so. However, Committee members have observed
over time that there are certain areas of indexing that do present challenges to some indexers. This
column will address such topics, suggest good indexing practice(s) and raise issues for discussion.
Synonym control and gathering subjects
Consider these entries:
employees, 9, 21
human resources, 8, 20, 35
learning and development, 49
sales office network, 57
sales offices and representatives, 2
staff, 53–56, 64–67, 78
training and development, 55–6, 66
What would you do if you were editing your index?
Perhaps you would address the poor synonym control and the failure to gather like-concepts.
You might arrive at this:
employees see staff
human resources see staff
learning and development, 49, 55–6, 66
sales offices, 2, 57
staff, 8, 9, 20, 21, 35, 53–56, 64–67, 78
training and development, 49, 55–6, 66
Note the cross-references from alternate entry points (employees, human resources) to the
selected heading (staff); duplicate locators for the near-synonyms (learning and development and
training and development) — double-posting in this case takes up less space than a cross-reference
from one to the other; and the single heading for sales offices.
Next you might look at staff, now with 8 locator groups; these could be analysed and broken-down
into appropriate subheadings. You could also consider whether training might also be posted under
staff as one of the subheadings.
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Variant names
Suppose the text uses variant names for organisations?
Don’t do this in your index:
Sydney University, 12–13, 46
…
University of Sydney, 10, 49
That is, please don’t include variant names with different locators. Instead, establish the correct
name and gather all locators under it:
University of Sydney, 10, 12–13, 46, 49
Put a cross-reference from the other form:
Sydney University see University of Sydney
If there are few locators and no subheadings, you could double post:
Sydney University, 10, 12–13, 46, 49
…
University of Sydney, 10, 12–13, 46, 49
Sherrey Quinn
ANZSI Accreditation Committee

Ebook developments
Here are a few developments regarding IDPF and EPUB, and some conference presentations on
ebooks that will be of interest to indexers.
EPUB
Accessibility Working Group
The Accessibility Working Group has developed a draft paper covering many aspects of ebook
accessibility. The comments on pagination are of specific relevance to indexes. The draft paper says
“If a reflowable EPUB Publication represents a work that is also distributed in a statically paginated
form, it SHOULD include a means of locating the static page break locations.” This means that where
a print book is paginated, the equivalent ebook should indicate page breaks in some way. Thus
people reading the ebook are not disadvantaged when readers are directed to a specific page.
The Accessibility Working Group draft paper also emphasises the importance of metadata,
especially for describing the accessibility features of documents.
Metadata
The EPUB Working Group is creating a list of subject schemes for a registry. Bill Kasdorf provided a
suggested starter list. This list is of interest to librarians and database indexers, and shows the
relevance of controlled vocabularies to ebooks and other electronic publications.
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Bill’s starter list includes:







Subject schemes for the book supply chain (BISAC, BIC and THEMA)
Country-specific subject schemes
Subject specific schemes eg, MeSH (US National Library of Medicine Medical Subject
Headings) and AAT (Getty Art and Architecture Taxonomy)
Subject classification scheme for the news industry (IPTC Media Topics)
LCSH (Library of Congress Subject Headings — the subject classification scheme used by
libraries and in MARC records)
EuroVoc, the European multilingual thesaurus used by all official EU publications.

For further exploration of controlled vocabularies in the publishing industry, there are two great
resources. Crossref Taxonomy Interest Group has prepared a database of taxonomies that
publishers use (http://taxonomies.labs.crossref.org/). Some of these are industry vocabularies,
others are publisher-specific vocabularies. ONIX codelists (http://www.editeur.org/14/codelists/) list over 100 subject schemes used in the book trade and/or libraries in one country or
another.
Possible merger with W3C
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the International Digital Publishing Forum (IDPF)
have announced mutual interest in combining their organisations to more quickly advance
publishing technologies on the Open Web Platform.
The merger, if it goes ahead, is expected to create a rich media environment for digital publishing,
opening up new possibilities for readers, authors, and publishers. Web technologies are
fundamental to the creation, distribution and viewing of digital content on any web-enabled device
as well as on dedicated reading apps and eReader devices.
Read more at http://idpf.org/news/world-wide-web-consortium-w3c-and-internationaldigital-publishing-forum-0 and http://www.bookbusinessmag.com/article/what-theinventor-of-the-world-wide-web-sees-for-the-future-of-ebooks/.
Conference presentations
Three recent talks presented exciting ideas about the future of ebooks.
Tzviya Siegman from Wiley was a member of the EPUB Indexes Working Group. With Dave Cramer,
she has presented a vision of the future of ebooks (slides at
http://www.slideshare.net/booknetcanada/epub-vs-web-a-cautionary-tale-ebookcraft2016-tzviya-siegman-dave-cramer or video at
https://booknetcanada.wistia.com/medias/icq7fxrpe2).
Pilar Wyman presented ‘Matrix Revolutions: Ebook Indexing’
(http://www.slideshare.net/booknetcanada/matrix-revolutions-ebook-indexingebookcraft-2016-pilar-wyman).
Tim Berners-Lee spoke gave the keynote address at IDPF DigiCon 2016 @ BEA on the future of
ebooks (http://www.bookbusinessmag.com/article/what-the-inventor-of-the-world-wideweb-sees-for-the-future-of-ebooks/#.VznK0imoZk8.linkedin)
Glenda Browne
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Groups’ news
Canberra Region Indexers
Indexers venture Beyond Q
On a brisk autumnal day in early May, nine of the Canberra Region Indexers gathered at the
delightful secondhand bookshop and café Beyond Q (http://beyondq.com.au/). Beyond Q is in an
unusual subterranean space beneath the Curtin shops.
I have been working with the owner, Simon Maddox, over the past few months, and have been
gradually educating him about indexing. He is very supportive of our group, and specially reserved
his Fine and Rare Books room for us to use.
We enjoyed delicious drinks, and massive muffins, with (literally) roundtable discussions about our
current projects, Accreditation, working with publishers and authors, and suchlike.
The seemingly endless shelves of secondhand books in the rest of the shop were a severe
temptation to us all. A few of us escaped empty-handed…but I doubt we’ll all be so lucky next time!
All in all, it was a very enjoyable event, and I think we have found a new venue for future
gatherings!
Denise Sutherland
Canberra Region Indexers convener

Black Mountain, Canberra
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Calling all Queenslanders!
Flaunt your indexing IQ!
Please contact me at dwight@wwwalker.com.au to form a new ANZSI group — Indexers
Queensland (IQ).
Dwight Walker

Gold Coast, Queensland

CC0

What’s in The Indexer?
The June issue of The Indexer is now available on Ingenta and will appear on Lulu soon.
Some of the articles in this issue:
From librarian to media manager: looking after BBC Scotland’s archive Jennifer Wilson
Indexing in the editorial process Max McMaster
Stop words in the filing of subheadings Max McMaster
Watching the pennies: finances for freelancers Gillian Watts
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Council update
Finally, the temperature has dropped below 15oC here in the Southern Highlands of NSW, and I am
writing to you with gloves on.
Since the new ANZSI Council was formed in 2015, it has been busy intensively researching the best
options on where to invest ANZSI finances. The Treasurer, Michael Wyatt, along with other Council
members, Mary Coe and Shirley Campbell, have been seeking out the banking organisations that
will offer the best return for our dollars. Michael has been busy keeping record of all the available
investment funds, both incoming and outgoing, since the closure of Branches last year.
Council receives monthly reports from all the dedicated ANZSI officers, including Glenda Browne as
Education Officer, Mei Yen Chua as Membership Secretary and Denise Sutherland, who is both Web
Manager, and part of the Publicity and Promotions team, together with Jane Douglas. Elisabeth
Thomas, as editor, offers regular reports on the ANZSI Newsletter.
Several ANZSI Groups are now established, and are operating in various parts of Australia and New
Zealand. The next question, which was introduced onto the Council Agenda in April, is how best to
link each individual ANZSI member with ANZSI Groups and with Council.
As an ANZSI member, your ideas are important to the society, and if you have any thoughts on how
best to promote indexing and ANZSI to the wider world of publishing, or have any issues which you
feel require attention — please contact your Group Conveners.
Group Conveners can introduce topics to Council by contacting Daphne Lawless, our Groups
Coordinator and Vice President. The subject of how best to establish, and keep open, lines of
communication between all members and Council will undergo further discussion at future Council
meetings.
Some of the matters before Council at recent meetings included:










Financial arrangements were made to make payments easier for NZ members
ANZSI, as an organisation, will deregister for GST, based on accountant’s advice, as of 1 July
2016
As mentioned above, Council members worked with the Treasurer, and sought professional
financial advice, determining the best investment options for Society funds
Council received, and responded to, progress reports and content queries from Melbourne
Indexers on the excellent work they have undertaken on a project to complete an index to
the full back-run of the ANZSI Newsletter
Some amendments were made to the regulations for Groups — please review the Groups
documents on the ANZSI website
All policies and processes have been reviewed and new documentation has been devised for
the John Simkin medal. The medal process will be run mid to late 2016 (see notice elsewhere
in this Newsletter; and more details on the ANZSI website)
Council supported and approved the Association of Freelance Editors, Proofreaders &
Indexers (AFEPI) Ireland’s application to join ICRIS (http://www.afepi.ie)

Remember, all members can follow matters before Council easily in the Official papers section of
the Member area on the ANZSI website.
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In my role as Secretary of ANZSI, I have been privileged to meet so many amazingly talented people,
who are also indexers. As I attend each Council meeting, I never cease to be impressed with the
amount of work all members of ANZSI do in order to strengthen the profile of indexers, as well as
that of the ANZSI society.
Council meetings always involve viewing all issues, with
much discussion, and from all angles. Maintaining a society
which benefits all members is the goal of every ANZSI
Council, and is something for which all ANZSI Councils will
continue to strive.
Kerry Anderson
ANZSI Council Secretary

Gallimaufry
AGIFT for all
The National Archives of Australia has published the third edition of the Australian Governments’
Interactive Functions Thesaurus (AGIFT).
AGIFT is a three-level hierarchical thesaurus that describes the business functions carried out
across Commonwealth, state and local governments in Australia. Terms can be searched by
function, alphabetically and via full-text searching.
Detailed information: http://www.naa.gov.au/records-management/publications/agift.aspx.
Link to zipped downloadable version: http://www.naa.gov.au/Images/AGIFT_tcm1689455.zip.
Link to interactive online version: http://naa.gov.au/agift/.
internet vs Internet
In the international development of generic spelling, both the AP Style Guide 2016 and The New York
Times have announced that they shall now refer to the internet in a full lowercase manner.
Among various changes for this edition, the AP goes further with the move to “Lowercase words
that are derived from a proper noun but no longer depend on it for meaning: french fries,
herculean, pasteurize, quixotic.”
Ebooks and indexes
A follow up piece by Joe Wickert to the blog post reported in last issue, with his ideas on “how
indexing could evolve with ebooks”.
http://www.digitalbookworld.com/2016/heres-how-indexing-could-evolve-with-ebooks/.
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From the Twitterverse
@EmmaSlager “My dad, reading a book called
"Indexing Books": One thing about this book, it's
got a great index. *wry smile* Most dad moment
of the year.”
@PIndexing “Looks like an #indexer's dream
book.”: @nytimesbooks “You Could Look It Up is a
reminder of our enduring desire to keep the
chaotic universe in some kind of neat order.”
You could look it up: The reference shelf from
ancient Babylon to Wikipedia.
by Jack Lynch. Bloomsbury Press. ISBN:
9780802777942.
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/06/books
/review/you-could-look-it-up-by-jacklynch.html.
@durua “No ctrl+F or fancy publisher's search
feature could replace pointing a finger on an
index behind a book #gradstudentproblems
#hardcopy4ever.”

@djbduncan “‘See more Bs at ye End’ - out of
space.”
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ANZSI events
For full details, follow the link from the title of each event to the website.
Tuesday 21 June
Canberra Region: Cosy Lunch Chat
12:30 – 2:30 pm. Beyond Q Bookshop, 44 Curtin Place, Curtin ACT
Come along to the underground warmth of the delightful Beyond Q bookshop in the heart of
Canberra, to enjoy coffee, lunch (if you so desire) and some good times with friends. This time we’ll
be discussing our current projects, how the new ANZSI groups are coming along, and we have a
couple of hot-off-the-press indexing books to share with you.
Tuesday 19 July
National: Council meeting
6:30 – 8:00 pm. Held via teleconference
Wednesday 3 August
Melbourne Indexers: Editing the ANZSI Newsletter Index
6:00 for 6:30 pm, Holy Trinity Anglican Church Hall, 1 Pakington St, Kew, VIC, 3101
7:45 pm meal at Café La Q
Twenty years of newsletters, several indexers and what do you get? While it isn’t a dog’s breakfast,
there is quite a lot of editing to be done. Most is obvious: names need to be checked, typos, entries
need to be in the form decided etc.
Please come and provide opinions and guidance on how things should appear in the index.
Tuesday 23 August
National: Council meeting
6:30 – 8:00 pm. Held via teleconference
Tuesday 27 September
National: Council meeting
6:30 – 8:00 pm. Held via teleconference
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Other events
EAC / ACR Conference 2016 — “A Correction Connection”
Editors Association of Canada / l’Association canadienne des reviseurs.
Friday 10 – Sunday 12 June 2016, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
http://www.editors.ca/conference/2016
ASI & ISC/SCI Conference — “The Drama of Indexing”
American Society for Indexing & Indexing Society of Canada / Société canadienne
d’indexation.
Thursday 16 – Sunday 18 June 2016, Chicago, Illinois, USA
http://www.asindexing.org/conference-2016/
SfEP AGM and Conference 2016 — “Let’s Talk about Text”
Society for Editors and Proofreaders
Saturday 10 – Monday 12 September 2016, Birmingham, West Midlands, UK
http://www.sfep.org.uk/networking/conferences/sfep-agm-and-27th-annual-conference
SI Conference and AGM 2016 — “Back to the Future”
Society of Indexers
Tuesday 13 September 2016, Birmingham, West Midlands, UK
http://www.indexers.org.uk/index.php?id=724
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Contact information
General email:info@anzsi.org
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About the Newsletter
The Newsletter is published six times a year,
every two months.

Branch and regional contacts
Please consult the ANZSI website for details
of regional and interest groups, and their
contact people.

Opinions and statements expressed in the
Newsletter are those of the individual
contributors, and do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the Society.

Schedule
The next Newsletter will appear in August
2016. The contribution deadline is Friday 15
July 2016.
Please send contributions by email to the
editor, Elisabeth Thomas, at
editor@anzsi.org.
Submissions may be edited for clarity, space
and uniformity of style.

Advertising rates
For advertising rates, please visit our website
and refer to the Newsletter pages.
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